THE DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN AMERICAN & AFRICAN DIASPORA STUDIES PRESENTS:

CIARA MILLER’S FINAL MA and MFA READING:
A Presentation from:

Gwendolyn Brooks, Carolyn Rodgers, and Angela Jackson

AND
IN SEARCH OF BLACK BIRDS

When: Thursday, April 16th 2015
at 7pm
Where: The Neal Marshall Cultural Center’s Bridgewaters Lounge

Jazz Selections by James Wilder

ALSO
A special guest performance and a reception

Ciara Miller, a native of Chicago, is an MFA and MA candidate in poetry and African American/African Diaspora Studies at Indiana University. She is the cohost and cocooridinator of Bloomington’s poetry slam series. She has published poems and academic essays in such collections and periodicals as Break Beat Poets, Fjords Review, African American Review, Callaloo, Muzzle, Toegood Poetry, Alice Walker: Critical Insights, PLUCK, Chorus, Blackberry Magazine, and Cave Canem Anthology XII